
COMMERCIAL MONITORING FOR

THEFT & STOLEN VEHICLE TRACKING 
PRODUCTS & RATES

In the unfortunate event that your car/truck/cargo is stolen, you 
can rely on “Eurowatch”. 

Communications with law enforcement will be handled by us and 
this doesn’t stop at the border, our “Eurowatch” network covers the 
vast majority of European countries so that cross-border incidents 
are no problem.

With “Eurowatch”, contact with law enforcement across all 
European countries ensures you are supported, regardless of the 

country your vehicles are travelling through.
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See the “Coverage” attachment for specific countries covered.*

*
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SERVICES
We offer 3 different price models

ROUND-TRIP FLEET

For small numbers of vehicles/loads 
that require support for tracking and 

recovery.

Vehicles that are driven infrequently but 
across borders. 

Incident handling is at no additional 
cost.

For small to large fleets frequently 
travelling across Europe.

Register your current vehicles and 
tracking units with us for monitoring.

When an incident occurs, a fee of  
€500 will apply per incident, this will 

be balanced against the current 
subscription.

The price for a vehicle/load is 

€23 per round-trip.

We must be notified and provided with 
details of the trip the day before it 

commences.

A fleet subscription enables you to 
support all of your vehicles and 

trackers with flexibility and sharp 
pricing. Vehicle and tracker information 

can be updated on the fly and newly 
registered vehicles and devices will be 

supported the following day.

ANNUAL

For small numbers of vehicles/loads 
that require support for tracking and 

recovery.

Daily driven vehicles that regularly 
cross borders. 

Incident handling is at no additional 
cost.

The price for a vehicle/load is 

€235 per annum.

The subscription is associated with the 
device/vehicle. When a vehicle is 
changed, the subscription can be 

transferred and will be completed on 
the first of the following month, when 

ownership of a vehicle is 
changed/substituted.
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Large Fleet 2

How does it works?

Transparent process that 
allows multiple international 
incidents to be viewed simul-
taneously by the Driver/Sub-
scriber, Emergency Services, 
NSPs and GlobalWatch.

24/7/365 Secure Operations 
Centres with global coverage 
for cross-border incidents– 
providing Monitoring, Incident 
Response, Active Tracking 
and Security Advice through 
our common GlobalWatch 
platform for international 
customer management.

The driver/subscriber can call 
GlobalWatch in their own 
language. Our multilingual 
National Service Provider 
(NSP) operators facilitate 
instant liaison with Emergency 
Services to effect swift local 
emergency / police response 
in the part of the world where 
the incident is happening.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS

Small Fleet

Medium Fleet

(to be extended per 10 vehicles €450 per extension)
Large Fleet 1

Large Fleet 2

Subscription of €350 per year for up to 5 vehicles/trackers

Subscription of €600 per year for up to 10 vehicles/trackers
(to be extended per 10 vehicles)

Subscription of €2.500 per year for up to 50 vehicles/trackers

Subscription of €4.500 per year for up to 100 vehicles/trackers
(To be extended per 50 vehicles €1.750 per extension)

Subscriptions can be upgraded as fleet sizes increase.

Administrative changes such as the addition or removal of vehicles/trackers are effective the 

following day. Any changes within the existing fleet incur no additional charge.

Teletrac Navman (UK) Ltd
Trackstar
K1 First Floor
Kents Hill Business Park
Milton Keynes
MK7 6BZ

0345 604 5433
normal office hours only:
Monday-Friday, 09:00 - 17:30 
(excluding Bank Holidays)

automotive.teletracnavman.com

trackstarsupport@teletracnavman.com

Contact us at: or contact our local Service Provider


